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1. Abstract
Thousands of drugs, nutraceuticals and their combinations can be used to select candidate therapeutics for
targeting SARS-CoV-2 and its symptoms in order to curb
COVID-19. A comprehensive, multi-level strategy against
COVID-19 should include drug targeting of biomolecules
and biochemical pathways involved in the prevention and
proliferation of the infection, and the fatal or serious symptoms following infection. Several drugs are routinely used
in the treatment of different categories of seriously ill
COVID-19 patients including tocilizumab, remdesivir and
dexamethasone. The current risk/benefit assessment supports the emergency testing and approval of more drugs.
The process for new drug selection could be based on the
identification of one drug for one target, or of a multi-potent
drug for many targets and drug combinations for one or
more targets, that can cause a substantial reduction in the
high mortality rate of COVID-19. Several drugs have been
identified that can fit this potential role by targeting different stages of COVID-19 including baricitinib, molnupi-

ravir and PF-07321332/ritonavir and also the combination
of deferiprone with N-acetylcysteine for inhibiting the vicious circle of oxidative stress toxicity and endothelial cell
damage. Most of these drugs are expected to be effective
against all the SARS-CoV-2 variants including Omicron
(B.1.1.529) and also the associated COVID-19 complications.

2. Introduction
Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) is an infection caused by the severe acute respiratory syndrome
coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2), which affects mainly the respiratory but also the cardiovascular, gastrointestinal, nervous, immune, and hematopoietic systems. The design of
strategies related to targeted drug therapies against COVID19, could encompass all aspects of the viral disease process
and its effects, as well as the associated concomitant underlying conditions of infected patients. Targeted therapeutic strategies could include molecular aspects of transmission, host infiltration, proliferation and vital organ protec-
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tion from the toxic effects of SARS-CoV-2. Drug combinations with vaccines enhancing the efficacy of antiviral activity against SARS-CoV-2 may also be considered as therapeutic options.
The risk/benefit assessment for the introduction of
new drug targeted treatment strategies, one year following the COVID-19 pandemic is urgent, considering that
the present rate of mortality of COVID-19 patients worldwide is still very high [1]. Furthermore, emergency drug
treatments are required for several other reasons including
the continuous emergence of new, more toxic variants of
SARS-CoV-2, the high rates of morbidity and mortality due
to other unrelated diseases worldwide and especially in developing countries due to overstretched of the healthcare
systems. In addition to the emergence of resistant strains of
the virus, of major concern is the occurrence of reinfection
in previously infected or vaccinated persons, particularly in
countries with a high vaccination rate.
One year following the announcement from the
World Health Organization (WHO) of the COVID-19 pandemic, it is estimated that as of the end of March 2021, with
a world population of 7.8 billion, about 130 million people
have been infected with SARS-CoV-2, 105 million have recovered or been discharged, 2.8 million have died and 22.5
million were active cases. The number of infected people
has exceeded 187 million including 4 million deaths and the
number of vaccinated people has risen to 3.4 billion by the
middle of July 2021 [1].
The annual rate of mortality in COVID-19 is much
higher in comparison to the seasonal influenza viral infection estimated at 0.65 million and also to malaria, where
the annual rate is 0.41 million of which 265,000 are children in developing countries [2–4]. The major symptoms
and cause of mortality in COVID-19 are associated with a
respiratory syndrome and lung damage caused by a state of
hyper-inflammation, the ‘cytokine storm’, which involves
granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor (GMCSF) activation, increase in cytokines, e.g., IL-1, IL6, IL8 and other inflammatory markers, e.g., C-reactive protein, D-dimer and serum ferritin. The respiratory syndrome
causes progressive deterioration of the respiratory system
and inability to breathe normally. It is characterized by different stages of regression from fever to hypotension, coagulopathy, respiratory failure, hypoxia and death [5–7].
New, conventional and unconventional approaches including new prevention and treatment options
are needed in addition to vaccines to curb the high morbidity and mortality rates, which have been observed
worldwide as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic. The
current general therapeutic strategies are based on national initiatives for vaccination of the population, the
reduction of the viral load and also of the transmission of
SARS-CoV-2, as well as the reduction or elimination of the
fatal and other serious toxic side effects of the infection.
In this context, concerted efforts and re-appraisal of the

risk/benefit assessment for the prevention and treatment
options should include targeting methods for the inhibition
of proliferation of SARS-CoV-2 worldwide and for the
prevention/reduction of fatal pulmonary and other organ
damage in symptomatic patients.
The current vaccine treatment strategy, its combination with reduced contact/distancing and vigilant personal hygiene appear to be effective policies in reducing
the mortality and morbidity rate in a few countries but not
worldwide [1, 3]. However, the limited success of the current health policies on COVID-19 has been associated with
a worldwide economic decline and increases in morbidity
and mortality from other diseases, especially in developing
countries (Fig. 1).

3. The effects of vaccines on the COVID-19
pandemic
It is estimated that there are about 100 COVID-19
vaccines at various stages of clinical development and use,
involving companies mainly in the USA, EU, UK, Russia
and China, and also smaller countries such as Cuba [6, 8, 9].
There is no worldwide policy or consensus on the selection
of vaccines and all efforts are mostly based on national initiatives and the private industry.
Many variations and factors apply in the selection
and use of vaccines in each country, in addition to the efficacy and safety parameters. These include costs, availability, storage facilities, national rivalries, commercial considerations etc. Similarly, there are many parameters for
comparing the efficacy of vaccines, which can be based on
various outcomes in COVID-19 patients such as the rate of
mortality, severe disease and hospitalization, re-infection,
transmission potential, as well as a combination of these
outcomes. For example, in a recent comparison of various
vaccines considering their efficacy and effectiveness based
on studies measuring the prevention of mild to moderate
COVID-19 infection, the estimated relative risk reduction
of attack rates with and without a vaccine suggested that
for BNT162b2 mRNA (Pfizer–BioNTech) was 95%, for
mRNA-1273 (Moderna–USA, NIH) was 94%, for Gamaleya GamCovidVac (Sputnik V) was 90% and for ChAdOx1
nCov-19 (AstraZeneca–Oxford) was 67% [9].
International debates and controversies on the
risk/benefit assessment of vaccines are currently in progress
mainly driven by commercial considerations. In general, all
approved vaccines against SARS-CoV-2 appear to be effective, with negligible toxicity in the short term, despite reports of a few cases of thromboembolism and myocardial
inflammation following millions of vaccinations [9, 10].
However, as a result of emergency and rapid approvals by
the regulatory authorities there is no information available
for the possible long term toxic side effects of the different
vaccines, which is a prerequisite for the usual drug development route [11].
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Fig. 1. The general effects of the COVID-19 pandemic. High rate of mortality is mainly observed in the aged population and different categories of
patients. There are many, negative implications in almost all human activities and changes in daily life style as a result of movement restrictions, which
have been imposed for controlling the disease.

Although it is estimated that protection in general
from serious illness in relation to SARS-CoV-2 infection,
2–3 weeks following vaccination, is about 65% following
the first dose and 67–95% in fully vaccinated individuals,
there are no available data for the duration of protection following vaccination, which is currently estimated at minimum 3 months. Similarly, the efficacy of the various vaccines against the different SARS-CoV-2 variants of concern, e.g., the UK (B117 or alpha), South African (B1351
or beta), Brazilian (P1 or gamma) and Indian (B16172 or
delta) variants appears to be different and for example only
40% estimated efficacy against the South African variant
[12–16]. It also appears that the level of antibody production against SARS-CoV-2 is variable amongst vaccinated
individuals including different patient groups, e.g., obese,
smokers, hypertension, chronic lymphocytic leukemia and
myeloma patients, where in the latter two groups low level
of antibody production and higher risks of mortality have
been reported [17, 18]. Similar reduction in antibody production has been observed in vaccinated patients of inflammatory conditions treated with methotrexate [19].
In general variable levels of antibody production
are observed in SARS-CoV-2 infected individuals with or
without underlying conditions, where susceptibility to reinfection and different rates in morbidity of about 72% and
mortality of less than 1% may also in general be observed
[20–23]. Most frequent side effects persisting 1–2 months
following the SARS-CoV-2 infection include neurological
changes, shortness of breath or dyspnea, fatigue or exhaustion and sleep disorders or insomnia [22–25]. However,

overall it appears that vaccinated individuals have in general lower chances of infection, developing serious symptoms from the infection and transmitting SARS-CoV-2 to
others.
In addition to the economic and health system deterioration worldwide, there are many other adverse effects
which may limit the success of the present operated policies for curbing the COVID-19 pandemic (Fig. 1) [26]. The
limitations of the present policies include the low availability of vaccines in many countries and also the need for
new vaccines to control the emergence of new SARS-CoV2 mutations and variants, as well as suspected more virulent variants in the future, which appear to originate from
countries with lower rates of vaccination. Other side effects
of the prolonged enclosures are the psychological, educational, socioeconomic implications (Fig. 1) [25–29].
Under the present circumstances, new approaches,
concepts and worldwide concerted efforts are urgently
needed to be tested and introduced on all aspects of
the COVID-19 pandemic control, including emergency
drug based prevention, proliferation and treatment methods
against SARS-CoV-2.

4. Drug based concepts for the prevention of
COVID-19
As Hippocrates suggested more than 2000 years
ago, prevention is better than cure in any disease. Accordingly, reducing the surrounding viral load and preventing
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nasopharyngeal viral entry from flying droplets originating
from the exhalation of infected SARS-CoV-2 individuals
could reduce in most cases the transmission of the infection. Transmission is mostly carried out in enclosed areas and usually implicates asymptomatic infection carriers
within families, the workplace, schools and social gatherings [30, 31].
4.1 Factors contributing to variable susceptibility to
SARS-CoV-2 infection
The susceptibility and response to SARS-CoV-2
of infected individuals is variable and depend on many
factors including viral load contamination, health status,
age, gender, climate, underlying diseases, environmental,
life-style, nutrition, immunological and genotypic aspects,
treatment with medicinal drugs etc. [20, 32–45]. Similarly,
although immunization with vaccines against SARS-CoV-2
appears to offer effective protection for the vast majority of
vaccinated individuals, innate immunity and immune function is critical for controlling viral and other infections for
non-responders to vaccines or unvaccinated individuals.
In general, immune function inherently declines
with age, leading to reduced immune response, increased
susceptibility to infections and also chronic inflammation,
with cancer, respiratory, neurodegenerative and other diseases occurring more frequently in old age [34, 46, 47]. In
this context, aged individuals appear to be more susceptible to SARS-CoV-2 infection with increased rates of mortality than younger individuals [34, 38]. Other susceptible
groups to SARS-CoV-2 infection with increased rates of
morbidity and mortality include overweight, cardiovascular, pulmonary, renal, diabetic, immuno-compromised and
other patients with co-morbidities (Fig. 1) [6, 48–51]. Variable susceptibility and response to SARS-CoV-2 infection,
as well as variability in the rate of morbidity and mortality is
observed in other categories of infected patients including
pregnant women and newborns [52].
The enhancement of innate immunity by adopting
healthy nutritional and other habits such as the Mediterranean diet, taking vitamin C (e.g., 200 mg twice daily) and
vitamin D (e.g., 400 IU-10 µg/day), consuming other essential nutrients and metal ions such as zinc that boost immunity, living in a clean environment, exercise, and also
preventing concomitant infections, reducing stress, smoking cessation, weight loss, etc. could reduce susceptibility
and associated complications due to SARS-CoV-2 infection
[45–47, 53–57].
4.2 Drug based examples of prevention targets against
COVID-19 infection
New prevention policies and measures could be
introduced to reduce COVID-19, which for example may
involve thorough educational campaigns on all aspects of
the viral infection and more sophisticated options including
face masks and antiviral cleaning procedures [58]. For example, the daily use of a simple prototype two layer mask

containing a disposable alcohol cotton gauze between the
two layers, an alcohol mouth wash and anti-viral nasal spray
could decrease viral load body entry, contamination of bystander individuals and in general the transmission of the
infection (Fig. 2). It should be noted that the inhalation
of small amounts of alcohol are non-toxic and the antiviral and anti-microbial properties of externally used alcohol is widely known [59–61]. Variations of this prototype face mask may include anti-viral drugs and or ethereal oils dissolved in alcohol disposable cotton gauze for
wider acceptability and applications, especially if the associated expenses are covered or subsidized by governments
or international organizations. The expenditure of such
masks is negligible in comparison to testing kits/procedures
for SARS-CoV-2 or the treatments currently adopted for
COVID-19.

Fig. 2. Example of a prototype face mask for the prevention of SARSCoV-2 transmission. An ordinary face mask with a pocket covering the
mouth and nose area is shown, where a disposable cotton patch (“filter”)
containing alcohol is inserted. Alcohol can disinfect the virus and other
microbes present in exhaled droplets of infected individuals and prevent
transmission.

Further preventative measures against SARSCoV-2 include the inhibition or prevention of increased
viral load exposure of the lungs, which is the major target organ associated with severe acute respiratory syndrome, increased lung damage and mortality in COVID-19
[36, 62, 63]. In this context, antiviral targeting of the lungs
requires several strategies including regular antiviral drug
preventative treatment of the nasopharyngeal entry through
the larynx, trachea, bronchi and of the lungs [64, 65]. The
vast experience in the use of inhalers and nebulizers for drug
delivery directly through the respiratory route to the lungs
has not been fully investigated for the drug prevention and
treatment of COVID-19 [66–70]. This topical method of
drug delivery to the lungs could be substantially more effective and less toxic than systemic drug delivery. Similarly,
alcohol based mouthwash and nasal antiviral drug delivery
could also be used for reducing or preventing SARS-CoV-2
viral entry and associated viral load [64–66].
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5. Drug targeting based theory and methods
against SARS-CoV-2
There are many biochemical and other pathways
which can be targeted by drugs in order to reduce the growth
and proliferation of SARS-CoV-2, as well as the symptoms associated with the cellular and tissue damage causing the fatal and other serious toxic side effects observed
in COVID-19. In this context, there are more than 50,000
registered drugs and thousands of nutraceuticals that can
be used in order to select candidate therapeutics against
COVID-19. Hundreds of such drugs and nutraceuticals
and more investigational new drugs (IND) have already
been proposed in the medical literature for targeting specific pathways against COVID-19, but only a few have been
tested in clinical trials [6, 8, 11, 55, 65, 71, 72].
Despite that the mechanism of growth, proliferation and toxic action of SARS-CoV-2, as well as its side
effects have been evaluated and characterized, there has
not been a systematic evaluation of potential drug therapeutics to reverse the SARS-CoV-2 toxicity [6, 8, 73, 74].
In this context, the evaluation process of new drug selection could be designed based on the identification of one
drug for one target, of a multi-potent drug for many targets and drug combinations for one or more targets. Priority
targeting could be the selection of any drug (s) candidates
that can significantly reduce the current rate of mortality
to minimum acceptable levels, e.g., similar to the influenza
virus. This goal may be achievable and also preferable and
with lower risk in the long term in comparison to the treatments offered by renewable vaccines for toxic variants of
SARS-CoV-2. Combination therapies with vaccines may
also achieve this goal, especially if COVID-19 cannot be
controlled and the pandemic continues for years to come.
There are several other target stages of COVID-19
in addition to prevention discussed above, where targeted
drug treatment intervention could reduce the present rate of
COVID-19 associated mortality. One line of drug targeting could involve several steps related to viral growth and
proliferation including direct action on the virus, inhibition
of viral attachment to host cells, inhibition of viral growth
and proliferation in the host cell and inhibition of viral exit
from the host cell (Table 1) [6, 8, 73–76]. In this context,
all aspects of the viral life cycle should be considered as
potential targets for anti SARS-CoV-2 activity.
A different line of drug targeting strategy is in relation to the fatal and other serious toxic side effects of
COVID-19. In this case, drug targeting could involve the
reduction of immune system hyper-activation and hyperinflammation caused by the ‘cytokine storm’, inhibition or
reduction of endothelial damage, inhibition of tissue damage caused by oxidative stress toxicity, inhibition/reduction
of the acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS), prevention of hypoxia and inhibition/reduction of multi-organ and
systemic failure. Similar steps could be taken for the selec-

tion of drugs for the prevention of coagulopathy and sepsis,
which are also contributory factors related to the high mortality rates observed in COVID-19 (Table 1) [74, 77, 78].
Another line of drug targeting strategy may involve pathways associated with abnormal haematological,
biochemical and other changes recorded during the different stages of COVID-19 and in particular those associated
with increased mortality, where the connection with the
pathological picture has not yet been fully evaluated or clarified. In this context, drug targeting involving the etiology
of abnormal changes in one or more parameters including
the high level of IL-6, C-reactive protein, lactate dehydrogenase (LDH), serum ferritin, D-dimer, myoglobin, rhabdomyolysis, neutrophil count, and neutrophil/lymphocyte
ratio, as well as low level albumin, serum iron, lymphocyte
count, monocyte count, and ratio of peripheral blood oxygen saturation to fraction of inspired oxygen (SpO2/FiO2)
may reduce mortality (Table 1) [79–83].
Many more drug targeting options are associated specific proteins, protein receptors, mRNA, specific
biochemical pathways and cells, e.g., macrophages and
platelets, which may play a critical role in the proliferation
of SARS-CoV-2, as well as the outcome of the COVID-19
infection [69, 84, 85]. Furthermore, drug targeting strategies may involve the activity of proteomic, genomic, transcription and other factors associated with the mRNA and
proteins of the virus and host cell (Table 1) [86–93].
Hundreds of registered candidate drugs and nutraceuticals can fulfill many of the characteristics of specific drug action for targets that are described in Table 1, as
well as suitability for other targets of associated biochemical/physiological pathways against COVID-19. The selection of such candidate drugs are based on a risk/benefit assessment. However, despite the successes of vaccination
the present high mortality rate in COVID-19 patients still
justifies the speedy development of more such drugs against
this disease.

6. Examples of drugs that are widely used in
COVID-19 patients
There are several drugs which are routinely used in
other diseases that have been approved and recommended
by different regulatory authorities such as the European
Medicines Agency (EMA) of EU, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) of USA and WHO for use in COVID-19
patients. The drugs approved have been shown in randomized clinical trials to decrease the mortality rate in certain
categories of COVID-19 patients. Specific protocols apply in the use of such drugs, e.g., dexamethasone, remdesivir and tocilizumab, including protocols for categories of
COVID-19 patients according to the stage of the disease and
symptoms and also in relation to other underlying conditions [8, 72, 74]. Similarly, several other known drugs such
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Table 1. Examples of major targets and their characteristics for new drugs designed against COVID-19.
Target

The growth and proliferation of SARS-CoV-2

Biomolecule, pathway or symptom
(a) Direct drug action against viral components, e.g., SARS-CoV-2 viral mRNA and spike (S)
protein modification
(b) Inhibition of SARS-CoV-2 viral attachment to host cell, e.g., drug interference and inhibition of viral S-protein attachment on host ACE2 and other receptors or enzymes, e.g., TMPRSS2
(c) Inhibition of viral growth and proliferation in the host cell, e.g., drugs increasing the pH in
lysosome and drugs decreasing the rate of mRNA production
(d) Inhibition of viral exit from the host cell, e.g., drugs interfering with the release of new
viruses from endosomes and cell membrane
(e) Prevention of coagulopathy, e.g., anti-coagulants

The fatal and other toxic side effects of COVID-19

(f) Inhibition/reduction of immune system hyperactivation/hyper inflammation/‘cytokine
storm’ and participating components, e.g., drug regulating or modifying immune response hyperactivation, anti-inflammatories; monoclonal antibodies against participating components
such as GM-CSF and IL-6 or their receptors
(g) Inhibition/reduction of endothelial damage, e.g., drugs protecting primarily the endothelium of the lungs but also the heart and other affected organs
(h) Inhibition of tissue damage caused by oxidative stress toxicity, e.g., antioxidant drugs
(i) Inhibition/reduction of severe acute respiratory syndrome or ARDS
(j) Prevention of hypoxia, e.g., oxygen supply – ventilators; artificial haemoglobins
(k) Prevention of sepsis, e.g., antibacterial and other antimicrobial drugs
(l) Inhibition/reduction of multi-organ and systemic failure, e.g., drug combinations for salvaging different organs/systems
(1) Target pathways leading to increases in parameters of symptomatic patients with COVID-

Pathways associated with biochemical changes in

19:

COVID-19

(a) IL-6, (b) C-reactive protein, (c) D-dimer, (d) serum ferritin, (e) lactate dehydrogenase
(LDH), (f) myoglobin (rhabdomyolysis), (g) neutrophil count, (h) neutrophil/lymphocyte ratio,
e.g., introduction of drugs interfering with metabolic pathways that can restore the increased
parameters in associated biochemical molecules, cells or their function
(2) Target pathways leading to decreases in parameters of symptomatic patients with COVID19:
(a) low albumin level, (b) serum iron level, (c) lymphocyte count, (d) monocyte count, (e) ratio
of peripheral blood oxygen saturation to fraction of inspired oxygen (SpO2/FiO2), e.g., introduction of drugs interfering with metabolic pathways that can restore the decreased parameters
in associated biochemical molecules, cells or their function

Key biochemical molecules and pathways, cells,
systems and conditions playing a critical role in fatal outcomes in COVID-19

Drug modulation of: (a) specific proteins, protein receptors, nucleic acid synthesis, (b) specific
biochemical pathways, e.g., mRNA production, (c) the activity of cells involved in critical
pathways, e.g., macrophages and platelets, (d) proteomic, genomic, transcription and other
factors associated with the mRNA and proteins of the virus and host cell

Co-morbidities related to fatal outcomes in
COVID-19 patients

Prophylactic and other drug therapy for groups with increased susceptibility to COVID-19,
e.g., pulmonary, cardiovascular, diabetic, immune-compromised, transplanted, haematological, oncological, obese and aged patients

as enoxaparin sodium, omeprazole, colchicine, and paracetamol are routinely used for different categories of patients
with specific symptomatology in COVID-19.
The pharmacological activity and targets of each
of the routinely used drugs in COVID-19 patients are different. In this context, the general mode of action of dexamethasone and other corticosteroids is the inhibition of
the immune system including cytokine response. Clinical studies with dexamethasone have shown reduction in

the rate of mortality by maximum one third, only in hypoxic COVID-19 patients who require supplemental oxygen or are on ventilators [94, 95]. Tocilizumab is a monoclonal antibody/interleukin-6 (IL-6) receptor antagonist approved in the treatment of refractory rheumatoid arthritis.
Interleukin-6 appears to play a key role in the cytokine
storm and hyper-inflammation in COVID-19 patients [96–
98]. Clinical studies with tocilizumab have shown reduction in the rate of mortality of hypoxic COVID-19 pa-
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tients with severe symptoms and lung involvement [97, 98].
Remdesivir is an antiviral drug with broad spectrum antiviral activity and initially used against hepatitis C virus. It is
a pro-drug, which is metabolized to a ribonucleotide analogue, inhibitor of viral RNA polymerase. In clinical studies remdesivir has been shown to cause a reduction in the
rate of mortality of hypoxic COVID-19 patients [99–101].
In a typical protocol in a COVID-19 hospital clinic
all patients receive anticoagulation therapy for thromboprophylaxis using low molecular weight heparin (LMWH),
e.g., enoxaparin sodium (40–80 mg/day, sc) and some
proton-pump inhibitors, e.g., omeprazole (40 mg/day, iv)
for gastroprotection. Similarly, patients with fever or pain
are treated using paracetamol (1 g to maximum 4 × 1 g/day,
p.o. or iv) and patients with cardiac damage or myocarditis are treated using the lipophilic drug colchicine (2 × 0.5
mg/day, p.o.) [102, 103].
Similar protocols have been introduced for dexamethasone and other corticosteroids, remdesivir and
tocilizumab, which are also routinely used in COVID-19
patients. In particular dexamethasone (6 mg /day, p.o. or iv
for 10 days) is used selectively only for hypoxic COVID19 patients. Similarly, remdesivir (200 mg, iv the first
day, 100 mg, iv in subsequent days for up to 10 days) is
recommended for hypoxic COVID-19 patients with pneumonia. Tocilizumab (8 mg/kg, maximum dose 800 mg,
iv; repeated within 12–48 hours if there is no response)
is recommended near the beginning of the onset of the
hyper-inflammation/‘cytokine storm’ under certain criteria
including hypoxic patients with difficulties in breathing and
also serum ferritin >1000 ng/mL [94–101].

7. Examples of drugs that could be used in
COVID-19
While major emphasis on curbing the COVID-19
pandemic has so far been given to vaccination, increasing
number of drugs are regularly used and other are developed for targeting different aspects of the disease as shown
in the target for COVID-19 examples of Table 1. In this
context, hundreds of drugs have been proposed, some have
been tested and few have reached phase III of clinical development.
The development of monoclonal antibodies for
proteins and receptors involved in COVID-19, similar to
tocilizumab is progressing. For example, lenzilumab has
been shown in phase III studies to improve survival in
hospitalized, hypoxic patients with COVID-19 pneumonia.
The level of survival using lenzilumab was higher in comparison to the treatment with remdesivir and/or corticosteroids. Lenzilumab is a GM-CSF monoclonal antibody
that directly binds GM-CSF and prevents signaling through
its receptor [104]. Sotrovimab is another monoclonal antibody recently considered for approval by EMA for use in
patients with COVID-19. The mode of action of sotrovimab

is the inhibition of entry of SARS-CoV-2 into host cells,
which is achieved through the attachment of the antibody
to the spike (S) protein of SARS-CoV-2 [105].
Drug development in relation to some of the critical pathways and targets associated with the increased rate
of mortality in patients with COVID-19, have not so far succeeded, e.g., chloroquine and hydroxychloroquine, whereas
other drugs have not received sufficient attention [8, 75]. In
particular, drug targeting and reversal of endothelial damage and also of tissue damage in the lungs and other organs
due to a vicious circle of oxidative stress toxicity may prove
beneficial for COVID-19 patients [106, 107]. Phase III
studies with the antioxidant drug N-acetylcysteine (NAC),
which increases intracellular glutathione levels were recently announced in COVID-19 patients in Iran [108].
However, previous clinical studies using NAC in ARDS patients have not shown satisfactory results [109, 110]. Combination of NAC with the other potent antioxidant drug deferiprone, which has different mechanism of antioxidant activity and also different targets related to oxidative stress
toxicity, appears to offer better and more effective antioxidant therapeutic options [111, 112]. Furthermore, endothelial cell protection has been shown in clinical and nonclinical studies using deferiprone [113–116]. The prospects
of further development of deferiprone for multi-potent activity against COVID-19, is also considered because of its
antiviral properties [117].

8. Pharmacological and toxicological aspects
of drugs against COVID-19
The relatively short life cycle of SARS-CoV-2 and
associated toxicity suggests that proposed therapeutic drugs
against COVID-19 should exert their therapeutic activity
for reducing mortality in a matter of a few days or weeks
rather than months. The risk/benefit assessment for this
short therapeutic time window can generally allow the administration of repeated high doses of drugs at the maximum dose of the approved range. This short term treatment
period also allows for the rapid approval of drug trials due
to the emergency pandemic conditions [11].
The prospect of the development of effective drugs
for each of the different stages of COVID-19 is also challenging, considering that prevention and early intervention
in the infection could generally reduce the viral load, the
prospects of developing serious illness and also the rate of
mortality.
The selection and identification of a single drug
that can limit the proliferation of SARS-CoV-2 or reduce
substantially the rate of mortality in COVID-19 could ideally solve all the problems associated with the pandemic
(Fig. 1). In most cases drug combination strategies may offer better therapeutic solutions. The same applies to different vaccine combinations. However, the prospect of drugdrug interactions or drug/vaccine interactions may limit the
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efficacy and increase the toxicity prospects of such combinations [118–120]. Most COVID-19 patients have other
comorbidities and take medication for their treatment which
can interact with the drugs used in the treatment of COVID19 and have an effect on their outcomes [118–120]. Similar
interactions have been shown in the use of immunological
and other drugs in combination with vaccines. For example infliximab, a monoclonal antibody used in rheumatoid
arthritis and inflammatory bowel disease has been shown to
attenuate the immunogenicity of BNT162b2 and ChAdOx1
nCoV-19 SARS-CoV-2 vaccines [121].
The wide use and rapid approval of monoclonal
antibodies in clinical trials or for the treatment COVID-19
patients is indicative of the medical emergency due to the
pandemic. It appears that similar to the vaccines against
SARS-CoV-2, no long term toxicity testing was required for
the initial approval of the use of monoclonal antibodies in
refractory autoimmune diseases such as rheumatoid arthritis and inflammatory bowel disease. These emergency decision approvals question the motives of the regulatory authorities, considering that monoclonal antibody therapy and
other drugs are very expensive and that inexpensive drugs
like chloroquine and hydroxychloroquine widely used in
malaria patients worldwide for many years are not developed or recommended for specific groups of COVID-19 patients because of short term toxicity in a cohort of patients
[6, 11, 122].
Considering the emergency situation, the general
strategy for drug selection for various targets to curb the
COVID-19 pandemic could be based on different methods
involving the rapid testing and approval of medicines as
previously shown in other drug development cases, including orphan drugs for diseases with no available treatments
[11, 123–125]. Similar rapid testing and approval applies to
widely used nutraceuticals, which mostly are plant products
and food components, which can be used in many cases at
high doses or in combinations [11, 123, 126]. Further considerations for drug selection and application for treating
COVID-19 could also be based on personalized medicine
parameters including absorption, distribution, metabolism,
elimination, toxicity (ADMET) characteristics in each patient, drug interaction effects especially for drugs taken
concurrently by COVID-19 patients with co-morbidities,
which may have variable effects against SARS-CoV-2 or
COVID-19. Similar drug interaction effects are envisaged
in relation to vaccine responses [54, 123, 127].
Different aspects of the pharmacological and toxicological interactions of drugs should also be considered in
relation to many other complex factors and sectors, which
are continuously identified in relation to the progress of
COVID-19 including molecular, multi-genomic and other
effects, as well as other methods for trying to curb the
COVID-19 [128–132].

9. New developments affecting multi-level
drug targeting strategies against COVID-19
The COVID 19 pandemic is rapidly changing and
developing in ways which affect daily life for people all
over the world and the need for new therapeutic approaches,
including the need for multi-level drug targeting strategies
[123, 133, 134]. Despite the initial high expectations that
COVID-19 could be contained similar to the epidemics of
severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 1 (SARSCoV-1) and the Middle East Respiratory Syndrome coronavirus (MERS-CoV) using prevention measures and also
vaccination programs, there is increasingly new evidence
that the COVID-19 pandemic is far from over [123, 135].
As of the end of October 2021 and while facing the fourth
wave of the COVID-19 pandemic in European and other
countries, the rate of infection and associated mortality has
not been significantly reduced and more than 5 million people have already died worldwide. Similarly, despite that the
worldwide vaccination program has progressed particularly
in western countries, it still remains inadequate for other
parts of the world, and as an example, only about 5% of the
population of Africa is estimated to be vaccinated [1].
In addition to the increasing fatalities, new adverse
developments regarding different categories of COVID-19
patients have been reported. These include re-infection of
previously infected and also of vaccinated individuals, long
term side effects including fatal acute respiratory syndrome
in COVID-19 patients who no longer carry the virus, variations in response to vaccines and drugs by different categories of COVID-19 patients with various underlying diseases, the need for booster vaccinations in vaccinated individuals etc., all of which require further evaluation and new
therapeutic approach strategies [136–138].
As the identification of new targets and proposed
therapeutics for different categories of COVID-19 patients
is continuously increasing, so the multi-level therapeutic
strategy expands. In this context, the classification of potential therapeutics for the known and new targets against
COVID-19 can be categorized according to different criteria. There are many categories of classification, which for
example could be based on size differences including small
molecular weight therapeutic molecules such as remdesivir
and large molecules such as proteins (enzymes or antibodies, e.g., tocilizumab). Similarly, the classification of proposed therapeutic drugs could be based on targets associated with the SARS-CoV-2 viral life cycle. For example, in
the early infective phase I, symptomatic treatment is considered; in the pulmonary phase II, treatment is based on monoclonal antibodies and antiviral agents aimed at inhibiting
viral entry or replication in host cells; and the final hyperinflammatory phase III, drugs similar to tocilizumab and
dexamethasone can be used (Table 1) [133]. Another approach is to classify drugs according to their target of specific symptoms and pathways, for example inflammation,
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redox stress and endothelial dysfunction, as well as related
diagnostic marker changes (Table 1).
Many other categories and sub-categories of INDs
could also be considered by either focusing on direct virustargeting drugs or on host-directed therapies, with the latter sub-divided into immunologic active pharmaceutics and
host-cell targeting drugs [133, 134, 139]. For example,
in the host-directed section there is an increased interest
in the use of functional inhibitors of acid sphingomyelinase (FIASMA) including the antidepressant drugs fluoxetine and fluvoxamine, which with their role in sequestration of cholesterol in the endolysosomal compartment, involved in the virus entry side, have shown great effect in
cell culture and in clinical trials against COVID-19 [140–
148]. Drug combination strategies of host-directed drugs
such as the FIASMA fluoxetine and antiviral drugs such
as remdesivir and its derivate GS-441524 have also been
investigated against SARS-CoV-2 in vitro showing synergistic effects [149]. Potential synergistic or antagonistic
effects against SARS-CoV-2 have also been suggested for
other different drug combinations [150]. Encouraging developments have also been reported for INDs involved in
the immunological active pharmaceutical section [139].
In the meantime, there is continuous evaluation
and re-evaluation of new and already approved drugs respectively from the regulatory authorities, as well as hundreds of proposed INDs for old and newly identified targets [151]. In particular, several drugs have been recently
approved by the regulatory authorities of several countries for certain categories of COVID-19 patients and some,
e.g., baricitinib, molnupiravir and PF-07321332/ritonavir
are soon expected to be available worldwide. In this context, the FDA recently issued an emergency use authorization (EUA) for baricitinib, an immune-modulating monoclonal antibody/Janus kinase (JAK) inhibitor, which was
previously used for the treatment of rheumatoid arthritis
[152]. Baricitinib (4 mg, orally, 4 times a day, up to 14
days) is used for COVID-19 patients requiring high-flow
oxygen or noninvasive ventilation and for other patients
on dexamethasone needing higher levels of respiratory support [151, 153]. Similarly, molnupiravir is another antiviral drug which was initially developed to treat influenza
and also recently licensed only in the United Kingdom
to prevent severe COVID-19 infection in patients [154,
155]. It is a pro-drug of a synthetic nucleoside and exerts its antiviral action through introduction of copying
errors during viral RNA replication. Preliminary reports
suggest that oral molnupiravir reduced the risk of hospitalization and death from COVID-19 by about 50% for
newly diagnosed, high-risk patients [156]. Another antiviral drug PF-07321332/ritonavir is expected to receive emergency use authorization (EUA) by the FDA and the regulatory authorities of other countries for newly diagnosed,
high-risk COVID-19 patients by the end of 2021. Oral
PF-07321332/ritonavir has been shown to reduce hospi-

tal admissions and deaths by 80–90% among patients with
COVID-19 who are at high risk of severe illness [157].
PF-07321332 inhibits the activity of the SARS-CoV-2-3CL
protease, an enzyme that the coronavirus needs to replicate.
Co-administration with ritonavir decreases the metabolism
of PF-07321332 and maintains its antiviral activity at higher
levels [157].
New therapeutic approaches including multi-level
drug targeting strategies appear to be increasing and are
likely to increase the prospects of treatment of COVID-19
patients. Therapeutic approaches of increasing efficacy and
decreasing toxicity prospects in COVID-19 patients such as
the combination of antivirals, e.g., PF-07321332/ritonavir
and molnupiravir, as well as other drugs are of great interest and need further investigation.

10. Conclusions
Greater efforts are needed to control the COVID19 pandemic and to reduce the associated high rate of mortality to acceptable levels. These efforts are hampered by
insufficient health policies including the lack of worldwide
vaccine programs, ineffective prevention measures, inadequate drug screening procedures for emergency medicines,
financial inequality among countries etc.
Several drugs such as tocilizumab, remdesivir and
dexamethasone are being used routinely against COVID19 causing reduction in the mortality rate. Many more approved drugs and nutraceuticals, as well as their combinations have the capability and can be screened and used for
further reduction of the SARS-CoV-2 viral load and against
the serious or fatal toxic side effects caused by the infection. Similarly, several other approved drugs can also be
screened and used to reduce the mortality rate in different
categories of COVID-19 patients with concomitant underlying conditions, who are more susceptible to SARS-CoV-2
and its side effects.
It is hoped that new approaches on prevention, vaccination and also the introduction of more approved drugs such as baricitinib, molnupiravir and PF07321332/ritonavir, with different targeting potential could
be used to reduce mortality and curb the COVID-19 pandemic. In general, most of these drugs are expected to be
effective against all the SARS-CoV-2 variants including the
new Omicron (B.1.1.529) variant and also their associated
COVID-19 complications. The multi-target drug strategies
could result in better therapies for infected patients and the
restoration of the good health for a better quality of life of
all humans worldwide.
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